AIR FORCE COMMON ADMISSION TEST (AFCAT) / SSB testing would not constitute fulfilment of eligibility requirement. Candidates recommended by the AFSBs and declared medically fit will be detailed for training in Technical and Ground Duty Branches. Grant of PC/SSC in Technical and Ground Duty Branches would be based on number for future correspondence. Candidates are advised to read the notification for eligibility requirements. Request for change of SSB interview date should be avoided. However, as an exception, such change may be considered based on the circumstances of the case. Request for change should be made at the respective AFCAT from where the call letter for SSB interview has been received and not to Air Headquarters / AFCAT Cell. The AFCATs may consider change of date at their discretion. E-mail ID and telephone numbers of AFCAT centres / contact details of any other office are available under the sub-sections "Contact Us" at www.airforce.nic.in.

Medical Examination will be conducted at AFCEM, New Delhi or IAF Bengaluru based on the recommendations at AFCAT. Non-reporting of candidates on allotted date for medicals could lead to disqualification of candidate.

12. Candidates recommended by the AFCATs and declared medically fit will be detailed for training in branches of India not having the number of candidates available in various branches / sub branches. Grant of PC / SSC in Technical and Ground Duty Branches would be based on number of vacancies, performance in the selection process and the choice given by the candidates. All the details of the selection process will be intimated by Air Force. In case of any dispute, the decision of Air Force will be final. No compensation will be paid in respect of any injury sustained during the testing at AFCAT.

13. 10% of the vacancies are reserved for NCC Air Wing "C" certificate holders in Technical and Ground Duty Branches.

14. Onus of meeting the eligibility criteria rests with the applicant. Merely undergoing AIR FORCE COMMON ADMISSION TEST (AFCAT)/ SSB testing would not constitute fulfilment of eligibility requirements.

16. How to Apply

(a) If you meet the eligibility criteria, please click on “CANDIDATE LOGIN” in the career website of www.airforce.nic.in to follow the instructions. You are advised to note down the candidate number for future correspondence. Candidate must have to read the notification for AFCAT 02/2016 and the detailed guidelines for filling up Online application as given in the website www.airforce.nic.in prior to commencement of filling up Online applications. After filling up the Online application, it is advisable to keep the relevant documents readily available, as details are to be filled as per matriculation & other educational certificates. Please save your recent colour passport size photograph (size 10 x 20 KB) for the computer upload it with your Online application form. Please note that utmost care is needed to take while filling up the Online application. In case any information is found to be incorrect then the candidate is likely to be cancelled at any stage of the selection process. Submission of more than one application will result in cancellation of candidate.
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22. Concession, Leave (60 days Annual and 20 days Casual) subject to service exigency, supply of
21.
(c)
(a)
Different branches including Transport Allowance of major cities as follows:-
Area Allowance and Remote Locality Allowance. On successful completion of Training, the newly
Allowance, Island Special Duty Allowance, Test Pilot & Flight Test Engineer Allowance, Hard
Allowance, Transport Allowance. In addition, other allowances are applicable based on nature of
Duty Branches is 52 weeks at Air Force Training Establishments.
18. Training is scheduled to commence in the first week of
TRAINING
produce NOC at the time of AFSB testing.
after obtaining necessary permission from their concerned departments and they are to
11/ 2015 through service channel. Other government employees also need to apply online
Airmen candidates would be required to apply as per the service format as given in AFO
afcatcell@gmail.com.
Note 3: All SSB related e-mails to be directed to career_iaf@bol.net.in and not to
afcatcell@gmail.com.
17. Serving Airmen are required to apply online at par with other candidates. In addition, Airmen candidates would be required to apply as per the service format as given in AFO
11/2015 through service channel. Other government employees also need to apply online
after obtaining necessary permission from their concerned departments and they are to
produce NOC at the time of AFSB testing.
TRAINING
19. The duration of training for Flying and Technical Branches is 74 weeks and that of
Ground Duty Branches is 52 weeks at Air Force Training Establishments.
AF OFFERS YOU
27. Permanent body tattoos are only permitted on inner face of forearm i.e. from inside of elbow to the wrist
and on the reverse side of palm/ back (dorsal) side of hand. Permanent body tattoos on any other part of the
body are not acceptable. Tribes with tattoo marks on the face or body as per their existing custom and
traditions will be permitted on a case to case basis.
26. Candidates below 25 years of age must be unmarried (term unmarried excludes widower and divorces
even though without encumbrances). Marriage is not permitted during training. Married candidates above
25 years of age are eligible to apply but during training period they will neither be provided married
accommodation nor can they live out with family.
25. Candidates are required to maintain their unique E-Mail ID active throughout the selection
process.
24. Candidates who have been withdrawn / suspended from Defence Training Establishments on grounds
of service and legal action against the concerned individual will be initiated.
23. TA - Traveling Allowance by the shortest route for AC-III Tier Mail/ Express Trains to and fro for the
journey from the place of Call Up or departure (whichever is nearer) is admissible. Change of address, if
any, must be intimated to the Board well before your arrival. You shall furnish the railway ticket (hard copy)
to the Board, failing which no TA will be paid. For all other modes of travel, TA will be admissible as
per the government authorized rules. No TA is admissible, if you have already appeared for the
same type of entry at any of the Selection Boards.
IMPORANT INSTRUCTIONS
22. Additional cover of
21.
Basic pay, Military Service Pay, Dangerness Allowance, Kit Maintenance Allowance, Transport Allowance. In addition, other allowances are applicable based on nature of
duty / place of posting and would include Flying Allowance, Technical Allowance, Field Area
Allowance, Special Compensatory (Hill Area) Allowance, Special Force Allowance, Sliach Allowance,
(Israeli Style), Special Duty Allowance, Test Pilot & Flight Test Engineer Allowance, Hard
Area Allowance and Remote Locality Allowance. On successful completion of Training, the newly
Commissioned Flying Officers would be entitled to approximate gross monthly emoluments in
different branches including Transport Allowance of major cities as follows:-
(a) Flying Branches:-
₹ 82,050/-
(b) Technical Branches:-
₹ 71,550/-
(c) Ground Duty Branches:-
₹ 68,850/-
21. Benefits - In addition to the Pay & Allowances, Officers are entitled to Furnished Accommodation, Comprehensive Medical Cover for self and dependants, Leave Travel
Concession, Leave (60 days Annual and 20 days Casual) subject to service exigency, supply of
unfilled rations, canteen & Officers’ Mess facilities and many more.
20. Pay and Allowances - Flying Officers will be entitled to Pay in Pay Band of ₹ 15,600 - 39,100
per month along with ‘Grade Pay, Military Service Pay, Danger Allowance, Kit Maintenance Allowance, Transport Allowance. In addition, other allowances are applicable based on nature of
duty / place of posting and would include Flying Allowance, Technical Allowance, Field Area
Allowance, Special Compensatory (Hill Area) Allowance, Special Force Allowance, Sliach Allowance,
(Israeli Style), Special Duty Allowance, Test Pilot & Flight Test Engineer Allowance, Hard
Area Allowance and Remote Locality Allowance. On successful completion of Training, the newly
Commissioned Flying Officers would be entitled to approximate gross monthly emoluments in
different branches including Transport Allowance of major cities as follows:-
(a) Flying Branches:-
₹ 82,050/-
(b) Technical Branches:-
₹ 71,550/-
(c) Ground Duty Branches:-
₹ 68,850/-
22. Insurance - ₹ 50 Lakhs Insurance Cover (on contribution) is applicable to serving officers,
additional cover of ₹ 10 Lakhs on contribution is applicable to Flying Branch Officers.
FOR ANY QUERY ON INDUCTION AT VARIOUS STAGES CONTACT ON TOLL FREE No. 1800-11-2448